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Generalized Tucker Circles

Nikolaos Dergiades

Abstract. It is known that if we cut the sides of the angles of a triangle, with
six consecutive alternating antipallel and parallel segments to the sides of the
triangle then we get a closed hexagram that is inscribed in a circle, the Tucker
circle. Since the above hexagram has sides parallel to the sides of the pedal
triangles of O and H that are isogonal conjugate points, we generalize the Tucker
circles by considering two isogonal conjugate points on the McCay cubic.

Given a reference triangle ABC, a Tucker hexagon AbAcBcBaCaCb has ver-
tices, two on each sideline (see Figur 1), such that BcCb, CaAc, AbBa are parallel
to the sidelines BC, CA, AB respectively, whereas BaCa, CbAb, AcBc are an-
tiparallel to these sidelines. It is well known that these six vertices all lie on a
circle whose center is a point on the Brocard axis.
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Figure 1.

The segments BaCa, CbAb, AcBc are parallel to the sides of the orthocenter H
of triangle ABC, and the segments BcCb, CaAc, AbBa are parallel to the sides of
the pedal triangle of the circumcenter O. Since O, H are isogonal conjugates, the
segments BaCa, CbAb, AcBc are perpendicular to OA, OB, OC respectively, and
the segments BcCb, CaAc, AbBa are perpendicular to HA, HB, HC respectively.
From this aspect we shall generalize the Tucker hexagons and circles by requiring
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the sides BaCa, CbAb, AcBc of a hexagon AbAcBcBaCaCb to be perpendicular to
AP , BP , CP , and the sides BcCb, CaAc, AbBa perpendicular to AQ, BQ, CQ
for a pair of isogonal conjugates P and Q. In Theorem 2 below we shall establish
the necessary and sufficient that the line containing P and Q must pass through the
circumcenter O. In other words, P and Q are points on the McCay cubic which
has barycentric equation

∑

cyclic

a2SAX(c
2
Y
2 − b2Z2) = 0. (1)

We shall make use of the notion of directed angle of two lines. For two lines L1,
L2, denote by (L1, L2) the directed angle from L1 to L2. The basic properties of
directed angles can be found in Johnson [2, §§16–19]. Here is a characterization of
the points on the McCay cubic in terms of directed angles.

Lemma 1 ([1]). The point P lies on the McCay cubic if and only if

(BC, AP ) + (CA,BP ) + (AB, CP ) =
π

2
(mod π).
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Figure 2.

Proof. Let α = (BC, AP ), β = (CA, BP ), and γ = (AB, CP ) be the directed
angles, and x = cotα, y = cotβ, z = cot γ. It is known that

α+ β + γ =
π

2
(mod π) if and only if x+ y + z = xyz. (2)

If D is the trace of AP on BC (see Figure 2), then the law of sines in triangle
ADC gives

sin(α+ C)

sinα
=

DC

AC
=⇒ cotα+ cotC =

DC

2R sinB sinC
. (3)

Similarly, from triangle ABD we have

sin(π − α+B)

sin(π − α)
=

BD

AB
=⇒ − cotα+ cotB =

BD

2R sinB sinC
. (4)
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From (3) and (4) we get

x+ SC
S

−x+ SB
S

=
DC

BD
=

v

w
=⇒ x =

SBv − SCw

(v + w)S
.

Similarly we have y = SCw−SAu
(w+u)S and z = SAu−SBv

(u+v)S . By substitution into (2), we
get ∑

cyclic

a2SAu(c
2v2 − b2w2) = 0.

Comparison with (1) shows that P is a point on the McCay cubic. �
Theorem 2. Let P be a point on the plane of triangle ABC with cevians not per-
pendicular to the sides of ABC at their vertices, and Q be its isogonal conjugate.
Beginning with an arbitrary point Ba on CA, construct points Ca on AB, Ac on
BC, Bc on CA, Cb on AB, Ab on BC such that BaCa ⊥ AP , CaAc ⊥ BQ,
AcBc ⊥ CP , BcCb ⊥ AQ, CbAb ⊥ BP . The following statements are equiva-
lent.
(a) The perpendicular from Ab to CQ passes through the initial point Ba.
(b) The six points Ba, Ca, Ac, Bc, Cb, Ab are concyclic.
(c) The points P and Q lie on the McCay cubic.
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Figure 3.

Proof. Let A′B′C ′ be the cevian triangle of P and α = (BC, AP ), β = (CA, BP ),
γ = (AB, CP ) the directed angles (see Figure 3).

(a) ⇒ (b) If the perpendicular from Ab to CQ passes through the initial point
Ba, then since the segments BaCa, BcCb are perpendicular to the isogonal lines
PA, QA relative to AB, AC, they are antiparallels relative to AB, AC and the
points Bc, Ba, Ca, Cb are on a circle Ca. Similarly the points Ca, Cb, Ab, Ac

are on a circle Cb, and the points Ab, Ac, Bc, Ba are on a circle Cc. The three
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circles coincide if any two of them do. Now, if they are distinct, then pairwise,
they have a sideline of triangle ABC for radical axes, and the three radical axes
are nonconcurrent, an impossibility. Therefore, the six points are concyclic.

(b) ⇒ (a) If the circumcircle of triangle BaCaAc passes through Bc, then ob-
viously it also passes through Cb and Ab. The lines AcBc, AbBa are antiparallels
relative to CA, CB, and the lines CP , CQ are isogonal relative to CA, CB. Since
AcBc ⊥ PC, we conclude that AbBa ⊥ CQ.

(b) ⇔ (c) It is easy to see the equivalence of the following statements.
(b) The six points Ba, Ca, Ac, Bc, Cb, Ab are concyclic.
(b1) Ba, Ca, Ac, Bc are concyclic.
(c1) (BcBa, BaCa) = (BcAc, AcCa).
(c2) (BC,AcBc) + (BcBa, BaCa) + (AcCa, BC) = 0.

Now, referring to Figure 3, we have

(BC, AcBc) = (BC, AB) + (AB, CP ) + (CP, AcBc) = B + γ +
π

2
,

(BcBa, BaCa) = (CA, BC) + (BC, AP ) + (AP, BaCa) = C + α+
π

2
,

(AcCa, BC) = (AcCa, BQ) + (BQ, BC)

=
π

2
+ (AB, BP )

=
π

2
+ (AB, AC) + (AC, BP ) =

π

2
+A+ β.

From this,

0 = (BC, AcBc) + (BcBa, BaCa) + (AcCa, BC)

= (A+B + C) + (α+ β + γ) +
3π

2

= α+ β + γ − π

2
(mod π).

It follows that (c1) and (c2) are equivalent to α+β+γ = π
2 (mod π). By Lemma

1, this is equivalent to (c). This completes the proof of the theorem. �
For P = O, the above circles are the known Tucker circles. For P = I , the

incenter, these circles are all concentric at I . For a fixed P �= I on the McCay
cubic, the centers of the circles lie on a line through the Lemoine point. We leave it
to the reader to find clever barycentric coordinates for the initial point Ba to obtain
elegant cyclic formulas for the barycentric coordinates of the other vertices of the
hexagon, and to expose interesting properties of these generalized Tucker circles.
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